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1. BAIN  SULT  AS 

 

You are a long way 

Real low and slow 

You are a long way 

Feel the wrong way 

Be a sensitive love in the right way 

I’m lonely 

Fly away from me 

Feed me all the love way 

I catch myself indulging in the wrong way 

 

Find yourself a magical rhythm 

And whisk it off away 

You cannot miss out on the system 

Come brighten up my day 

 

I want more rhythm 

I some call dense 

Won’t you be my rhythm 

If you will I promise I’ll be nice 

I want more open 

I am amused 

Don’t you have a feeling I am stupid 

Don’t you feel you are as cold as ice 

 

Find yourself a magical rhythm 

And whisk it off away 

You cannot miss out on the system 

Come brighten up my day 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2. BOG 

 

Cool iris 

Singular one in full got a right toe styling 

Shame miro 

Coming down in the shade of a drastic Nero 

Cool iris 

Eyes of abounding for beautiful color iris 

Can’t hear you 

Laxatives into a session of pools of interest 

 

Don’t be so serious 

Try being absurd for once 

Or get out and enjoy the world 

Not every day has to be planned 

Nor does it have to fall just right in place 

You know, every once in a while 

Something that just pops up out of nowhere 

Is going to make you happy 

So just go with the flow girl 

Come on 

Don’t take things so seriously 

Let’s see a happy smile where there should be one 

 

You simple 

Take and absconding smile and feel the sinus 

Be visual 

Breaking the back of a walrus that has a nasal 

Take samples 

Grinning with ego and fore you eat the marrow 

Homes leaving 

Picking like rows on a tempest now it’s leaning 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3. DAMHSA 

 

Wake up Molly 

I sing for you 

Take wall a candy wall  

I wait for you 

Jesus coming 

Volcano 

Reason girl and all in all 

The pay’s rote 

Well wake up Molly 

I’ll sing for you 

Gee I come along 

A little being cruel 

Wake up Molly 

I’ll be you 

Grievous in a wall of a halo 

 

Right, go 

 

Fast and minion 

You mean to me 

All go off and lonely  

Will you be to me 

Lazy inspired 

Forever be 

Mysteries of the love we have 

Can never be 

Oh wake up Molly 

I paid for you 

The boys are working up  

A sweeter sweat for you 

 

Right, go 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4. FEILE 

 

Get along you maidens 

Get along from steps of greetings 

Follow me with havens 

Following the steps of meanings 

Say goodbye to winter 

Say farewell to cold and freezing 

Step inside the summer 

Dance among the feet of fleetings 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



5. GAIRE 

 

You lonely, you say I’m obscene 

You sprinkle the flowers with only times 

A sinister plan to be free 

Is all that I have for your interest here 

 

Lead on you rolling 

Shame on for toiling 

Be sound and mystery lie 

Lead on you rolling 

 

I wanted to see you be free 

I wanted to see you be happy now 

A dancer’s life wasn’t to be 

But rays of enjoyment are captured now 

 

Lead on you rolling 

Shame on for toiling 

Be sound and mystery lie 

Lead on you rolling 

 

Lead on you rolling 

Shame on for toiling 

Be sound and mystery lie 

Lead on you rolling 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



6. GRA 

 

Well awakening 

Well alone in how 

I savor all the lonely times we’ve had 

Well a distant time 

Is the time we saved 

For the purpose of the majesty of grace 

All the lonely times 

Of holding on 

 

Only you 

Wallowing 

In a form 

Of a dream 

Only you  

Wallowing 

In a form 

Of a dream 

 

Well the levity 

Is a sense of past 

If I realize that a mission is far fast 

Catch another man 

In a cold of sense 

Kama Sutra then raise it’s ugly head 

All lonely times  

Of holding on Only you 

Wallowing 

In a form 

Of a dream 

Only you  

Wallowing 

In a form 

Of a dream 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



7. LEIM 

 

You picked a sunbeam witchy my woman 

You said that carousel would be mine 

Set a fine blaze for witchy my woman 

A tailored suit would not be blind 

 

A soul to keep me laughing 

Soul of mirth for beaming  

Seas of calm for swimming 

You will always be divine 

 

Grip my, go tease 

You find my race 

You golden timid like in Rome 

Grip my, in tease 

You find my knees 

You might can be another home 

 

A woman never vixen smiling 

A season spring is in the air 

Said vixen, I like you cool mining 

Said simple, smell it in the air 

 

A soul to keep me laughing 

Soul of mirth for beaming  

Seas of calm for swimming 

You will always be divine 

 

Grip my, go tease 

You find my race 

You golden timid like in Rome 

Grip my, in tease 

You find my knees 

You might can be another home 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



8. MEISCE 

 

Take it down slow 

Take it down fast 

Mind and reason all in the past 

Hit an old man 

Hit on all cylinders 

Dole all action down to the millimeters 

All all is 

In all around 

In all rocket fuel made from sand 

Really view 

Timely space 

Go all around what the governor sees 

 

Maligned all in your hand 

Defining all you can 

Insist your mystery land 

 

We king 

Festooned 

 

Raise the spot 

Win the race 

Take such a sympathetic look of face 

Be not here 

Be not there 

Catch sympathetic for an old man’s spear 

Hit my rails 

Hit my thing 

Dance on a catapult, walk on a swing 

Cry your eyes 

Smile in place 

Feel such a majesty sitting in space 

 

Maligned all in your hand 

Defining all you can 

Insist your mystery land 

  

We king 

Festooned 

 

 

 

 

 



9. PAIRTI 

 

Simple life in a golden way 

It’s a golden life in a simple way 

 

He haven’t a care 

In a single day 

To feel a pressured life 

In a dimple swelling way 

 

Simple life in a golden way 

It’s a golden life in a simple way 

 

He graze on a field 

The flowers in a way 

To total face of ours 

Into the day 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



10. SEINN 

 

In my mind, in love this time 

In reasons my love, in reasons my love 

Door this time, forsaken in love 

Get my time, shake in faith 

In reasons my love, in reasons my love 

Shake it deep, I cannot see 

Get my time, cross that line 

Collision with age, collision it takes 

 

I wanted to be 

An honest man 

A life to see 

A fairly dead pan 

Of a jubilee 

Oh I wanted to be 

With a coy enemy 

To live with a spring 

In a lively world see 

You always in need 

With walking to me 

I only revealed 

 

In my mind, in love this time 

In reasons my love, in reasons my love 

Door this time, forsaken in love 

Get my time, shake in faith 

In reasons my love, in reasons my love 

Shake it deep, I cannot see 

Get my time, cross that line 

Collision with age, collision it takes 

 

I wanted to be 

An honest man 

A life to see 

A fairly dead pan 

Of a jubilee 

Oh I wanted to be 

With a coy enemy 

To live with a spring 

In a lively world see 

You always in need 

With walking to me 

I only revealed 

 



11. SHONA 

 

Walk along the mill in the fireside 

Choose your ride in the hollow in the lion’s eye 

Misery want to keep, lying down to keep 

Going down to all in the fireside 

Holy fireside 

Holy fireside 

 

Reasons of interest 

Reasons of care 

Step all you interest 

Never to care 

I know the meaning 

Love is an end 

Reasons of interest 

Seminal end 

 

See the modern games without misery 

Feel the love of good and the comfort there 

Can the big one stare into shallow air 

Take the bones of dust into the fireside 

Oh, to fireside 

Never to the fireside 

 

Reasons of interest 

Reasons of care 

Step all you interest 

Never to care 

I know the meaning 

Love is an end 

Reasons of interest 

Seminal end 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



12. SPRAOI 

 

Joy, life, sane 

 

Distance find loving meaning 

To take the time away 

Another blessed day 

The water in the well isn’t cleaning 

A smile breaks the way 

Another blessed day 

A gift of surprise isn’t steaming 

Around another turn 

A simple crash and burn 

 

I wallow in the simple mystery happy time 

I want to nothing sing 

Calling all to ring 

I cover all the mysteries of a memory time 

A different place to see 

A gracious joie de vivre  

 

Distance find loving meaning 

To take the time away 

Another blessed day 

The water in the well isn’t cleaning 

A smile breaks the way 

Another blessed day 

A gift of surprise isn’t steaming 

Around another turn 

A simple crash and burn 

 

I can’t imagine life without you backing me 

The joy of follow you 

A day without a tear 

I cannot fathom living life without you 

A smile upon your ring 

A devastating song  

 

Joy, life, sane 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


